
 

 

Thailand 2020 Missions Report 
Baan Pa Sang, January 15-30, 2020 

 
GVBC’s overall sixth short-term Missions Trip to Thailand, and the fifth trip to partner with Mike and Becky Mann and 
the Integrated Tribal Development Foundation (ITDF) in installing a water project for the Hill Tribe People of Northern 

Thailand, took place from January 15-30, 2020.  The 2020 team 
was comprised of Hermann Schurr (lead), Bill Louie, 
Christopher Ishimatsu, David Uratsu, Emi Osato, Gerald 
Mayewaki, Izumi Kawasaki and Will Kwan.  Hermann, Bill, Emi, 
Gerald and Izumi had participated in previous GVBC water 
projects to Thailand.  For Chris, David and Will, this was their 
first time participating in a trip to Thailand.  Chris had 
previously participated in a GVBC short term missionary project 
in Japan.  Izumi Kawasaki was able to participate with the team 
this year after family concerns led her to not travel with the 
team in 2019.  The team also benefitted greatly from the 
logistical, training and prayer support of Grace Hayashi, a 
former Thailand team lead. 

On three previous trips, GVBC has participated in water projects in Karen villages.  Last year was the first time to work 
in an Akha village.  The 2020 trip was our first opportunity to serve a Lahu village.  The initial description of our village, 
Baan Pa Sang, received from ITDF prior to travel to Thailand, indicated that there would be about 120 people in 32 
huts, with Christian and Buddhist faiths present in the village.  We found on arriving in the village that the village was 
indeed nominally Christian.  There was a relatively new Protestant church in the village, built by Korean missionaries, 
and led by a (lay) pastor who lived with his family in the village.  There was also an older, smaller, seemingly less used 
Catholic church in the village. 

On arriving in the village, we were warmly greeted.  We immediately noticed, 
unlike our most recent trips where all of the children in the villages had been 
sent off to boarding schools, that there were several younger, up through 
elementary school-age, children present in the village.  It was not long before 
soccer balls were being passed around the open spaces of the village. 

The team was introduced to our host parents and everyone settled in to the 
accommodations that would be “home” for the next 10 days.  We then prepared 
for dinner and the welcome meeting between the villagers, ITDF, and GVBC. 

There was an existing water system already in Baan Pa Sang.  Apparently, it had 
been installed 10-15 years earlier through a partnership between the village and 
a university.  However, the water system was already showing signs of disrepair, 
with several visible breaks in the system, showing significant leaks along much of 
the 3-mile supply from the source to the village.   The original system was 
primarily laid out above ground and clearly indicated to us why ITDF is 
continually vigilant to ensure that all pipes are buried.  The buried pipes are less 
prone to incidental damage from people, animals, and the environment.  
Therefore, burying the pipes are key to the longevity of the installed system.  In 
addition, the new ITDF water system would improve storage capacity with a new 3500-gallon main tank and would 
improve the water supply and distribution throughout the village, as well as provide new bathrooms for each family. 

Partnering with ITDF and the Villagers of Baan Pa Sang to Build a Water System 
The water system installed by ITDF in Baan Pa Sang was very similar to past water projects supported by GVBC teams.  
ITDF does an outstanding job of planning, preparing and executing the entire activity.  All of the construction materials 
needed for the water system (concrete, gravel, sand, pipe, rebar, buckets, hoes, other tools, forms for pouring 
concrete, faucets, toilet fixtures, lumber for roofs and scaffolding, roofing materials, food, water, tables, chairs, a tent 
for meeting, generators, “American toilets,” and likely a host of other needs that we have no idea about!) have already 
been shipped to the village prior to our team’s arrival. 



 

 

The water system itself consists of the following building requirements:  

-  2-3 miles of trenching and pipe-laying 
- Building of a 10-foot high, 10-foot diameter water storage tank, with a roof 

over the tank  
- The building of a smaller water filtration tank 
- Installation of faucets with concrete bases throughout the village 
- A new enclosed bathroom, suitable to also be used as a shower facility, for 

every hut in the village.  
- In the particular case of the Baan Pa Sang water project, a third small water 

tank for water pressure regulation was built and installed near the water 
source spring, which was 1200 feet in elevation above the village.  

Only a portion of the existing pipes from the water source to the filtration tank 
were replaced.  The replaced pipes were either to repair damaged portions of 
the supply lines, or to increase the pipe diameter to help with pressure 
regulation and overall water flow.  Finally, all the pipes for distribution of the 
water within the village itself were all newly installed. 

Over the course of the 10-day project, ITDF is the “glue” for integrating our teams.  The GVBC team is familiar with the 
ITDF workers: we have worked with Rom, the project lead, as well as Nop, Jeiyaw, Jed and Yohan on previous projects.  
ITDF leads and educates villagers and GVBC team members in each day’s activities, including proper techniques and 
workforce deployment.  Villagers understand that they themselves are building their own water system, under the 
guidance of ITDF and with the support and fellowship of ITDF and GVBC (as opposed to thinking that ITDF and GVBC 
are there to build a water system for them).   As the villagers in Baan Pa Sang are Christian, each of the teams is aware 
of God’s role in orchestrating, enabling and blessing the work being done.  The work itself, while it can be difficult, is 
typically enjoyed by all. 

Dried Fruit, Nuts, Beef Jerky, Camp Fires and Jiffy Pop 
Over the next several days, members of all three teams began interacting with each other and getting more 
comfortable with one another as they got “mixed and matched” on various activities that included hiking to and 
working on the water system source, trenching, pipe laying, preparing the foundation layers for the tanks, the mixing 
and pouring of concrete (which involve multi-person bucket brigades) for the tank bases and walls, and the building of 
the bathrooms.  While we made progress on the water system and some relationships were formed and 

strengthened, the GVBC team members still, in many 
cases, found language barriers a difficult and 
frustrating obstacle to overcome. 

However, through all these activities, there are always 
rest breaks, and the snacks that the GVBC team 
members share continually bring smiles and nods of 
appreciation from our village partners.  Dried fruit, 
energy bars, nuts and beef jerky are, in many case, new 
and tasty treats.  GVBC team members planned the 
snacks to have some available each day, and 
distributed them across the daily activities so that we 
could always be ready to share them.  The rest breaks 
and the sharing of snacks create numerous 
opportunities for getting to know one another and 
bonding to occur. 

The most significant “social hour,” however, occurs in the evenings around the campfire.  Villagers begin to gather for 
the daily “recap and what’s coming up tomorrow” meeting.  Jiffy Pop and other food items to share bring joy and 
laughter, and greatly help to circumvent language barriers.  Pictures to share via electronic media (on our phones and 
computers) were also eagerly viewed and shared.  Anything that helped to share our American lives with the villagers 
was eagerly anticipated by the villagers. 



 

 

Other Highlights from the January 2020 Trip to Baan Pa Sang 
-  The team bonded extremely well, and each member was a blessing to every other member.  Prayer times and 

devotionals were very encouraging and uplifting. 
-  As a team, we simply cannot overstate the Power of Presence in building relationships and sharing God’s love!  We 

firmly believe that every member of the Thailand 2020 team was chosen by the Lord to play a role, in their own way 
and as part of the team. 

-  Being able to send daily eMail updates of our progress and 
activities in Baan Pa Sang to family and friends was an incredible 
blessing.  We even were able to receive some replies!  The love, 
prayer support, and encouragement shown to our team by 
members of our church family and other friends is amazing and 
sustaining while we are away from our families and friends.  The 
notes of encouragement, the goodies, and the emails were 
treasured, and often shared among the team members.  We were 
truly blessed! 

-  Language proficiency remains the primary “frustration” among 
team members, as we would all desire to be able to share more 
freely about our lives, faith, and love for Jesus.  Yet learning 
simple words in Lahu, such as counting in Lahu the number of buckets being passed in the bucket brigade , or saying 
“thank you” or “tasty,” and sharing these at appropriate times, especially with older villagers that do not speak Thai 
and seeing their faces brighten with a big grin or smile, is very encouraging!  

-  Mike and Becky, and all of the ITDF workers, are extremely considerate, encouraging and supportive.  They take 
extra care to watch out for us and we all quickly become friends. 

-  Watching Nop and Rom, who stayed behind after all of the picture taking of the finished water tank had been 
completed, you could tell that finishing another water project, bringing fresh water to another village, even after 

finishing almost 300 of them, still meant a lot to them!  Also 
watching Rom and Nop plan for the church service, worshipping 
together with the villagers, and translating the Sunday morning 
Worship service testimonies and the message from our own GVBC 
team members, you could tell that means a lot to them, too! 
-  Attending the Sunday worship service with the Baan Pa Sang 
villagers was a great joy!  To hear the villagers worship our 
Heavenly Father, although they sang in their native Lahu language, 
made everyone feel we were one in our faith and love for the Lord. 
- Celebrating the successful completion of the water project with 
the villagers, with a special meal, singing, dancing, and exchanging 
gifts, laughter and hugs, is a special highlight for everyone! 

Ministering Beyond the Water Project 
The GVBC Thailand short term Mission Trip has traditionally been scheduled from Wednesday to Wednesday, over a 2-
week period.  This year (see 2020 trip schedule below), because of air fares and flight schedules, the trip added an 
extra day and returned on a Thursday.  Since the time in the village is typically scheduled from Sunday to Tuesday (10 
days), the team had two available days in Chiang Mai, the Saturday before the trip to the village and the Wednesday 
after the time in the village.   

As was also the case in 2019, Emi was able to coordinate Saturday visits to two additional American Baptist mission 
projects in Chiang Mai:  

- Kit Ripley and New Life Ministries provide comprehensive care for survivors of sexual abuse, domestic violence 
and human trafficking.  They are currently launching new efforts to support families and local village communities 
by providing social work support, counseling, and training in topics such as the principles of personal finance, 
public health & hygiene, and positive parenting. 

- Kim Brown founded the House of Love as a refuge for former brothel workers who had contracted AIDS. Over 
time, the House of Love transformed into a home for the HIV-positive orphans of the original residents and for 



 

 

other at-risk ethnic minority children. It 
was joined by the Christian Center for 
the Development of Persons with 
Disabilities and by the House of Blessing, 
a preschool program for children from 
the urban slums.  The ministry is run by 
a team of indigenous leaders to provide 
a multi-faceted response to the needs of 
Thailand’s tribal peoples.  The GVBC 
team also provided lunch for the staff 
and children of the orphanage here. 

- We were able to leave an offering with 
each ministry.  We used an amount set aside from the GVBC Thailand STM budget as seed money, which was then 
individually, privately augmented by our team members.  Each ministry received the equivalent of $560. 

In most cases, the hill tribe people of Northern Thailand are still considered refugees (non-citizens) by the government 
of Thailand, despite many of the hill tribe ethnic minorities and their villages having been rooted in Thailand for many 
decades.  Visits to these two ministries provide GVBC team members a greater understanding of the social, political, 
and economic realities and difficulties faced by hill tribe families. 

Spending our last day, Wednesday, in Chiang Mai with Richard Mann, helping to do some work with the ITDF coffee 
project team, also helps our team to understand ITDF efforts to introduce enhanced agriculture to hill tribe villages via 
fair trade coffee production.  This year, the ITDF water project workers joined us in our excursion to the ITDF coffee 
processing site.  For many of them it was also their first time to see the coffee processing activity. 

January 2020 

S M T W T F S 

   15 
Depart LAX; 

Travel to Chiang 
Mai via Hong Kong 

16 
Travel day; 

“Lose a day” as we 
cross the date line 

17 
Arrive Chiang Mai; 
Orientation with 
Manns & ITDF 

18 
Chiang Mai visits to                     
New Life Ministries 

and                   
House of Blessing 

19 
Travel Day; 

Meet villager Host 
Families 

20 
Water Project    
Work Day 1 

21 
Water Project    
Work Day 2 

22 
Water Project    
Work Day 3 

23 
Water Project    
Work Day 4 

24 
Water Project    
Work Day 5 

25 
Water Project    
Work Day 6 

26 
Rest Day; 

Worship Service 
with villagers 

27 
Water Project    
Work Day 7 

28 
“Good-byes”; 
Travel Day to 
Chiang Mai, 

Debrief with ITDF 

29 
Work day at ITDF 
Coffee Project with 

Richard Mann; 
Pack 

30 
Depart Chiang Mai; 
Arrive at LAX via 

Hong Kong 

  

 
Days for Girls 

Days for Girls is a ministry that provides access to menstrual education and menstrual care for women and girls that 
live in challenging, third-world conditions.  Typically, women and girls in these communities are isolated from society 
during the time of their monthly periods, causing them to miss school, work, and other routine/daily activities.  By 
providing education and feminine hygiene kits, which include reusable hand-sewn feminine hygiene products, Days for 
Girls provides a solution that allows women and girls to remain an active part of their society during their monthly 
period, thus regaining their “lost” days. 

As part of the preparation for the Thailand STM trip, conversations between Juliet Schurr, Emi, Izumi and Becky 
established that women and girls in the hill tribe villages receive little to no formal education regarding female 
reproductive health, and that there was indeed interest to introduce these feminine hygiene kits in the village.  As an 



 

 

added blessing, the Days for Girls educational materials were already available in the Thai language, and the Thai 
training materials were obtained. 

On Sunday afternoon in Baan Pa Sang, a meeting was called for all of the ladies of the village.  Emi presented in 
English, Becky translated to Thai, and Izumi supported the presenters.  The attendees called even more ladies to 
attend as they heard information on women’s reproductive health that was completely new to them.  They were also 
excited about the attractive, colorful kits that were distributed.  In all, the team took 65 kits to Thailand, and 40 were 
distributed in the village.  The remainder were left with ITDF, with the majority being sent to the Mah Oh Jo school for 
girls, another location where ITDF is engaged in ongoing ministry. 

Emi, Izumi and Becky were all tremendously encouraged by the impact that this ministry can have on the health and 
overall improvement in the daily lives of women in Baan Pa Sang and other hill tribe villages. 

Ministry Update: Mike and Becky Mann and ITDF 
Our general impression is that the ministry of ITDF is healthy and continues to make tremendous impacts as a means 
of sharing the Gospel across Northern Thailand.  ITDF employs about 60 individuals across several project areas 

including water projects, education, health care, agriculture, the 
coffee cooperative, and Lanna Café.  In addition to being supported 
through International Ministries (primarily for the Mann’s personal 
support), ITDF is also supported by the US-based Lanna Foundation, 
which is leading much of the fundraising efforts for the work in Mah 
Oh Jo, and for the ITDF Building Project, which was being completed 
during our trip in January 2020, (ITDF indeed moved into their new 
facilities in the 2nd Quarter of 2020).  Chiang Mai is an expanding 
urban area and after having lost their lease on multiple occasions due 
to urban growth, God’s provision of a dedicated, ministry-owned 
home base for ITDF is truly an answer to prayer. 

Funding for many ITDF water projects is primarily through the visiting teams that participate in these projects, with 5-7 
teams per year hosted by ITDF.  The backlog of villages seeking aid in installing water projects is over one year (the 
ITDF goal is to complete about 10 water projects per calendar year, with some projects being completed directly by 
ITDF with no outside team participation).  Since GVBC’s participation in January, 2020, and the onset of the COVID-19 
pandemic, ITDF has informed us that in the remainder of 2020, 4 teams have cancelled plans to participate in water 
project builds.  In addition to cancelling participation, no funds were sent by these teams to help continue with the 
planned projects.  As COVID restrictions and funding allow, however, ITDF continues to travel to villages to complete 
the installation of water projects. 

Mike Mann appears to have recovered well since his back surgery in March, 2019.  Mike seemed to be looking forward 
enthusiastically to resuming a more robust travel routine, including travel to the hill tribe villages. 

Suggestions for Future Trips 
-  Transferring funds to ITDF by wire, rather than by hand-carried check, is the way to go!  However, due to a poor 

exchange rate offered by our Union Bank, it is recommended to wire USD to the ITDF bank in Thailand, which will 
exchange the USD to Thai Baht at a more advantageous 
rate. 

-  Snacks on the trenching line and during breaks in the 
concrete bucket brigade all bring smiles and are greatly 
appreciated.  Dr. Wayne’s dried fruit, Linda’s homemade 
energy bars, Jenny Yamada-Clayton’s numerous bags of 
jerky, as well as chocolates, crackers, nuts, fruit and nut 
bars all work great.  Have an “endless” supply on hand! 

-  Jiffy Pop around the campfire works wonders.  We took 24 
and used them all!  

-  Crocheted hats are a fun and welcome gift!  All 3 years we 
have taken them, they have all disappeared!  Many, many 
thanks to GVBC’s Crocheting Crusaders! 

-  For children, soccer balls, coloring books, pens, pencils, someone gifted in origami (yea Chris!), are all excellent gifts. 



 

 

-  On past trips, team members took hard copies of family photos to share with host families.  While this is still 
encouraged, and greatly appreciated by the villagers, this year we found that the villagers, young and old, had 
tremendous interest in seeing the photos stored on our electronic devices (phones and computers).  Be prepared 
with family photos, photos of friends, photos of GVBC and our church community, photos of family trips, etc.  All 
were happily perused by villagers around the evening campfires and at other gatherings, and provide a great 
opportunity to share our lives and values.  Perhaps, since ITDF provides electric generators in the evening, a 
compact projector could be taken along to project (onto a bedsheet?)  a variety of short, prepared slide shows 
about our church and community (along with the Jiffy Pop!) on some of the earlier days of the team’s time in the 
village to facilitate communication and sharing. 

-  Perhaps exploring approaches to shorten the trip by two days could make the Thailand STM more appealing to our 
young adults.  This idea clearly contrasts with the blessings of an extra day in Chiang Mai to visit affiliated ministries 
and to support the ITDF coffee project.  Exploring alternatives to our traditional Wednesday to Wednesday itinerary 
with Becky and ITDF may lead to a compromise 
suitable to both goals. 

-  We should continue to work with Becky and ITDF 
to receive updates from past water projects and 
the benefits that have been realized to the 
villages served. 

-  As noted in previous Thailand STM reports, all 
the members of this Thailand STM encourage 
GVBC to keep sending teams to Thailand to 
support these water projects and help share the 
gospel.  Our presence in the villages is an 
encouragement to the workers of ITDF and to 
the villagers, we believe that our presence 
makes a significant difference in demonstrating 
that our God is a global God with a heart for 
every nation, tribe, language and people. 


